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Filled chocolate products are the growing market in the chocolate business. Beside taste and texture, the optical appearance of these products is the main quality aspect. Therefore shelf life is mainly limited by fat migration and fat bloom formation. Fat bloom is not accepted by the consumer and often leads to the discard of these high value products although they would still be suitable for consumption from a food safety point of view.
The causes for fat bloom formation are multifaceted and still only partly understood. Possible solutions to prevent or delay products from blooming, are being discussed as manifold as there are influences on fat bloom. Possible aspects are the right tempering as well as cold storing temperatures. New recipes, new production methods and increasing production speed may cause new problems regarding fat bloom formation. The time given for crystallization and stabilization is often limited, so to manufacture a stable product is challenging. Crystallization time cannot be reduced arbitrary by lowering temperature, due to the formation of amorphous or unstable crystal structures. One way to stabilize filled chocolate products is post tempering of finished chocolates after production. Another possible way was shown by Juul (2010) by warm post tempering of cold formed chocolate shells.
This method showed an enlargement of the shelf life concerning fat bloom. However, an explanation of the effect and the conversion of the results to other products and processes are still missing. 
According to Juul we produced cold form chocolate shells and performed different warm tempering steps to remove possible unstable crystal structures in the fat matrix. Beside that, tempering indices where varied during production of shells. The filled products were stored at different temperatures. Fat migration and fat bloom was investigated during storage. DSC and NMR measurements were used to investigate crystal structure and solid fat content.
Start of fat bloom was not influenced by post tempering at 28 °C or below. Temperatures above 30 °C mainly influenced fat bloom intensity. Tempering the shells for 15 min at 30 °C also lead to a significantly higher melting peak temperature.
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